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Light at the end of the tunnel
by Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Editor
The Madness has already begun.
The schedule has been set, tickets 
have been sold, and the Providence Col­
lege Men’s Basketball team was formally 
introduced to the PC student body last 
Friday night at the annual Late-Night 
Madness event.
Unlike last season though, the Friars 
must create their own name and stand 
their ground after graduating All-Ameri­
can, power forward Ryan Gomes. 
Gomes’ presence on the court will surely 
be missed as he carried Providence, al­
most single-handedly, for the past two 
seasons. With a field goal average of over 
50 percent, 20 plus points per game, and 
approximately eight rebounds per game 
in his senior year, the Friars are left with 
a noticeable void to fill.
But even Gomes could only do so 
much for his team. Despite his impres­
sive numbers, the team was unable to 
support its aggressive offensive with 
solid defense.
“Last year, Ryan (Gomes) was a great 
scorer. We were third in the Big East in 
points scored, but we were last in most 
defensive categories,” said Head Coach 
Tim Welsh. “Defense wins games, and 
we know that.”
But, identifying its weakness and ac­
tually being able to make the changes to 
improve upon the follies of last season 
are two different things. The team must 
commit to turn things around and instill 
the importance of defense to its incom­
ing class.
“We have to be a lot better than last 
year. We really want to commit to de­
fense,” said junior Dwight Brewington. 
“It was a major key [in our struggles] last 
year—we were last for defense [in the 
conference].”
In addition to turning around its de­
fensive end, Providence will also need 
to find a way to compensate for the of­
fensive hole in its game after losing its 
leading scorer.
“The best teams win with balance at 
both ends of the court, so we want to keep 
our scoring up but play better defense,” 
said Welsh.
Even though Providence graduated 
last season’s and the program’s all-time 
leading scorer, Gomes, Welsh has re­
cruited a strong incoming class to main­
tain a stable program. The newcomers 
will be aiding in filling the No. 2 and 
No. 3 spots for Providence offensively, 
and will be required to preserve defen­
sively on the court as well.
Composing the freshman class is: 
Sharaud Curry, Geoff McDermott, 
Weyinmi Efejuku, and Jonathan Kale.
Curry hails from Gainesville, Ga. 
where he was named the Georgia Sports 
Writers Class AAAAA Player of the Year 
and led his team to two Class AAAAA 
titles. Curry will be playing the No. 1 and/ 
or No. 2 position.
Efejuku is out of Fresh Meadows, 
N.Y. where he led Brewster Academy to 
a top-10 national ranking and earned All- 
Star honors in the MCI Tournament in 
addition to being a 2005 McDonald’s 
All-American Nominee.
Kale is the Friars best prospect to ro­
tate into the line-up as a power-forward. 
With a 6’-8” athletic frame, Kale led St.
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Andrew School in Mattapan, Mass, to the 
Final Four of the NEPSAC Class C in 
2004 and 2005. He also played A AU for 
the Boston Amateur Basketball Club for 
two years.
Rounding out the newcomers is Geoff 
McDermott from New Rochelle, N.Y. 
where he led New Rochelle High to a 
26-5 record in 2005 and was named 
Westchester Mr. Basketball in addition 
to numerous tournament honors. 
McDermott also led his football team to 
two consecutive Class AA football titles 
and received several Division I football 
scholarship offers as a quarterback, be­
fore choosing PC.
“We have a lot of young talented play­
ers,” said senior Donnie McGrath about 
the incoming class.
McGrath, Brewington, junior Herb 
Hill, sophomore DeSean White, and 
sophomore Randall Hanke will be some 
of the major contributors to the Friars 
line-up this winter. Also returning to the 
line-up are: senior Tim Englert, junior 
Sean Van de Walle, and sophomores Ray 
Cross and Charles Burch.
In addition to Gomes, Providence 
also graduated three additional seniors. 
Rob McKiver, Tuukka Kotti, and Jeff 
Parmer also moved on. Most notably, 
Kotti started all 31 games with Gomes 
last season and was a major contributor 
to the front court, with almost 10 points 
per game and an average of six rebounds 
per game.
Despite the key players the Friars lost, 
Providence still has a lot to look forward 
to. With a young team and a new defen­
sive outlook toward its games, the Friars 
could be the underdog every fan loves 
to cheer on. A team’s youth and its depth 
are often synonymous and this year could 
be one of Providence’s greatest assets.
“We have the ingredients. We just 
need to play hard, play smart, and play 
together,” said Welsh.
But over the next month Providence 
needs to learn and perfect its defense to 
defend its name, which hit an all-time 
peak two years ago when the Friars made 
it to the NCAA Tournament. Yet the team 
must first overcome smaller hurdles and 
build up to its Big East schedule, which 
does not begin until January.
“We’re just taking it one day at a 
time,” said McGrath. “We try to have a 
good practice every day.”
Right now the Friars have time to 
practice before they take to the court. If 
the team can build a sense of unity and 
gel over the next month into its pre­
season, the Friars could be a team to 
lookout for in the recomposed Big East 
Conference. The team knows exactly 
what steps it needs to take in order to be 
a force in the Big East.
“I’ll be playing point and a little more 
shooting guard this year, and I need to 
help out by scoring more, definitely,” 
said McGrath about his role in the up­
coming season.
The players’ have a renewed 
comittment to the team. While Welsh and 
his team have done their job to recruit a 
solid incoming class which will serve to
ABOVE: Head Coach Tim Welsh 
looks to keep the Friars on the radar 
after graduating senior All- 
American Ryan Gomes. Welsh is 
teaching his team the meaning of 
defense this season, after last 
season’s defensive statistics showed 
Providence at the bottom of the Big 
East.
LEFT: Senior Donnie McGrath is 
one of Providence’s two seniors this 
season. McGrath, along with 
Brewington, are expected to lead the 
Friars this season. McGrath is 
projected to start at the No. 1 spot 
again this year where he will look to 
lead the Friars offense.
complement the upperclassmen, as well 
as serveas the building block for future 
seasons.
Although Providence may be facing 
a rebuilding season this year, the Friars 
still have the potential to be a strong com­
petitor in the Big East. But in order to be 
that top-notch competitor in the Big East, 
Providence also needs to learn how to 
capitalize on its opportunities. After nu­
merous “buzzer beater” games, overtime 
matches, and games which keep fans 
watching until the end, Providence of­
ten seems to fall short in the end.
“We lost eight games in the last 
minute last year—eight games where we 
were down five points or less in the last 
minute,” Welsh commented about his 
team’s misfortunes last season.
But this season might be the turning 
point for the Friars. Although the Friars 
may seem lost without Gomes who has 
been the poster child for PC Basketball 
for the last four years, the team has new 
leaders ready to step up. Brewington and 
McGrath are the team’s obvious go-to 
players this year, but with a strong group 
of freshmen before the Friars hit the court 
other teams might not know who, or 
what, to expect.
Regardless of Providence’s potential 
and possibilities, the Friars have already 
decided they will determine their fate this 
season.
“People were saying we just didn’t get 
the bounces and the breaks,” said Welsh 
about last season. “But I think we can 
determine our own breaks [this year].”
Men’s Basketball Schedule 2005-06
HOME GAMES IN CAPS
* - BIG EAST conference game
November December January February March
5 LAVAL (Exhib.) 3 @Rhode Island 3 LOYOLA (MD.) 1 SETON HALL* 1 NOTRE DAME*
8 EA Sports (Exhib.) 6 FLORIDA 5 ©Georgetown* 4 ST.JOHN’S* 4 @ Marquette*
21 VERMONT 10 MEMPHIS 7 LOUISVILLE* 7 @ DePaul* 8-11 Big East Championship.
23 NEW HAMPSHIRE
28 ©Fairfield
30 @ Wichita State
20 NORTHEASTERN
22 YALE
27 SAN DIEGO STATE
14 @ Notre Dame*








@ Madison Square Garden
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A NEW LEADER FOR THE FRIARS
by Kevin O’Brien ’07 
Asst. Sports Editor
It was never a question of talent with 
Dwight Brewington. He was a star re­
cruit, an explosive guard with terrific 
athleticism and a natural feel for the 
game. He started five games for what at 
one point was the #12 team in the coun­
try his freshman year, and he emerged as 
the Friars’ second scorer this past sea­
son.
No, the talent has always been there. 
It was the other things that some people 
had questioned—things like his desire, 
his maturity, his defense. And to be fair, 
Dwight didn’t fully answer those ques­
tions through his first two years. He 
struggled originally with the adjustment 
to college life; he considered transfer­
ring. And his play on the court, while 
dynamic at times, was inconsistent.
But ladies and gentlemen, prepare to 
see a new Dwight Brewington.
The maturity is clearly there; the de­
sire is too. And Dwight, now comfort­
able with life at PC, is saying all the right 
things.
“I need to improve on defense.”
“I need to be a leader.”
“I know 1 need to step up and carry 
the team. That’s what Ryan Gomes did.” 
As the Friars look ahead to the 2005- 
06 season, they face the prospect of play­
ing in arguably the toughest basketball 
conference in the nation, and doing so 
with the conference’s youngest roster. 
Brewington, a junior, is one of the elder 
statesmen of the group, and from the way 
he talks, it’s clear that he knows the 
younger guys are looking up to him.
I want to make people 
respect me as a basketball 
player, not as a deaf 
basketball player... I 
don’t consider myself a 
handicap. I see myself 
only as a basketball player. 
This year I want to prove it, 
and make people respect 
me for that.
Dwight Brewington
And the example that he sets for the 
seven sophomores and freshmen is likely 
to be one of hard-nosed defense.
“We did poor on defense (last year),” 
Brewington said. “It was the reason that 
we lost games. We didn’t suck or any­
thing, it was just that in end of game situ­
ations, we didn’t stop penetration, re­
bound, or get back on defense.”
Both Brewington and Friars Head 
Coach Tim Welsh are quick to point to 
the statistics from last year. The Friars 
were dead last in the Big East in scoring 
defense, giving up 72.3 points per game. 
They were ninth out of 12 teams in the 
Big East in rebounding margin. They 
were eighth out of 12 teams in defensive 
field goal percentage.
You can’t win if you’re not playing 
well at both ends of the court. If it all 
begins with defense, then the defensive 
intensity has to begin with one player 
who is willing to buckle down and stop 
his man—and it’s pretty clear that Welsh 
wants Brewington to be that guy.
“We want him to become a complete 
player,” Welsh said. “We're going to 
count on him to be a defensive stopper, 
to cover the other team’s best wing 
player.”
“I’m comfortable with that role,” 
Dwightsaid. “I know I’m going to guard 
a lot of people. Most of the time in the 
past, I’ve had the attitude that 1 play de­
fense when 1 want. But now (this year) 
it’s all about defense.”
It’s impressive to hear Brewington 
talk. It’s clear that he means what he 
says, that he knows the importance of 
playing hard at both ends of the court.
It wasn’t always this way. By his own 
admission, Dwight had a tough time ad­
justing to life at PC. Dwight is hearing 
impaired, a fact that Friar fans—as well 
as anyone who has watched the Friars 
play on ESPN—are well aware of at this 
point. It’s a constant challenge for 
Brewington, one that almost caused him 
to leave PC after his freshman year.
“I’m comfortable now,” he said. 
“There have been a lot of changes since 
freshman year, and everything’s cool 
now.”
Welsh also offered his thoughts on 
Dwight’s transition.
“Any change in environment involves 
continual adjustment,” he said. “He’s 
made the adjustment by now, and every­
thing (last year) rode smoothly, from 
basketball to academics.”
“We’re adjusting as well, since we’ve 
had no experience (with this type of situ­
ation),” he continued, “but it’s been a 
good transition.”
Talking to Dwight, it seems that he 
doesn’t necessarily view his hearing im­
pairment as a limitation. When asked 
whether he wants to break free of the la­
bels attached to him, he nodded his head 
vigorously.
“Yeah, definitely,” he said. “I want 
to make people respect me as a basket­
ball player, not as a deaf basketball 
player. I feel like sometimes people give 
me props (for that). Some people con­
sider me a handicap, but 1 don’t consider 
myself a handicap. I see myself only as
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a basketball player. This year I want to 
prove it, and make people respect me for 
that.”
Brewington is certainly well re­
spected in Big East circles already. As 
the first guard off the bench for the 2003- 
04 Friars, he chipped in with 5.7 points 
per game in 19.8 minutes. With the 
graduation of starting guard Sheiku 
Kabba, Dwight stepped into the starting 
lineup and upped his game accordingly. 
His 13.3 points per game were second 
on the team, and his 4.3 rebounds per 
game were third on the Friars.
With his minutes expected to increase 
from last year (32.4 minutes per game), 
and the graduation of All-American for­
ward Ryan Gomes leaving a gaping hole 
in the Friars’ offense, Dwight will prob­
ably boost his stats yet again. But for 
him, it’s not all about the offensive num­
bers.
“I can sit here and say that we can 
score, but we’re not worried about scor­
ing,” he said. “We’re worried about de­
fense.”
With that kind of attitude, Brewington 
has a chance to become the complete 
player that Welsh believes he can be. 
And if he can do that, then the Big East 
had better watch out.
“He could be great, he just needs to 
bring it every day,” senior backcourt 
mate Donnie McGrath offered. “He has 
the ability to be one of the best in the 
league.”
For his part, Brewington is keeping a 
level head. When asked what his long 
term goals were, he didn’t even hesitate.
“Right now the goal is to make the 
Big East.tournament, and qualify for the 
NCAA tournament,” he said.
When pressed, he added, “Well, my 
(ultimate) goal is the NBA, but I have to 
take care of my other goals first. We’ve 
got to win games.”
Any Friar fan who hears that has to 
like it. It’s the sign of a new Dwight 
Brewington—a mature Dwight, a defen­
sive stopper, a team leader. And he’ll be 
the one setting the tone for the Friars this 
year.
The talent was always there; now, 
with that talent wedded to a fervent de­
sire to be a complete player, the sky is 
the limit for Dwight Brewington.
 Quinnipiac U:
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program  
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities of  
management in global, technology-driven work environments 
in specializations such as:
MBA with concentrations in accounting, CIS, Finance 
international business, management, marketing
• MBA - Chartered finance analyst track
• MBA IN Healthcare management 
Your Next Move 
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct 
discplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally 
accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching MAT 
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism 
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed  
to thouroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more 
information, call 1-8---462-1944 or visit www.quinnipiac.edu
Quinnipiac University
Hamden, Connecticut
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A Friar legend returns to his roots...
Tim Army hopes to lead PCHockey back to the promised land
by Greg Hartwell ’07 
Sports Staff
With a new season, often there come 
’changes—changes in players, changes in 
expectations, changes in goals, and this 
year, a change in the head coach.
PC graduate Tim Army ’85 took over 
the control of the Providence College 
Men’s Hockey Team on June 17, 2005. 
Army replaces previous head coach of 
11 years, Paul Pooley, making him the 
11th coach in PC history.
“If all my decisions at Providence 
College are as easy as the one to hire Tim 
Army, then I’ll have an easy time as presi­
dent,” Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P. said 
upon Army’s arrival.
Army is not your run-of-the-mill 
coach. He steps into the coaching role 
with years of experience, and a particu­
lar warm spot in his heart for PC.
“With all of my past ties I have a very 
deep connection with the school,” Army 
said. “I do not sense any pressure in as­
suming the role of head coach, but see it 
as an opportunity to help redefine PC 
hockey for the future. 1 think this will 
be a professional challenge and one that 
I will gladly accept as to give back to the 
school which has had such a large im­
pact on my life.”
Bom in East Providence, Army and 
his family have always had strong ties to 
Rhode Island Hockey and Providence 
College. Army’s father Tom captained 
Providence College’s first Hockey team 
in 1952-53. His grandfather was the 
long-time trainer for the Rhode Island 
Reds of the AHL, while both his broth­
ers played in college. Like his other fam­
ily members, Army also made a large 
impact on Rhode Island hockey—and his 
contribution, luckily for Friars fans— 
came at PC.
While attending Providence, Army 
was a force both on and off the ice. His 
career achievements are substantial. He 
ranks first-all-time in games played with 
151, sixth in points with 179, 11th in 
goals with 71, and is tied for fourth in 
assists with 108.
But it wasn’t just about the stats—for 
Army, it was also about the wins and 
losses, and to that end, he was a member 
of the class with the most wins in Friar 
Hockey history. Army and the squad 
posted a 97-50-8 mark over his four sea­
sons, including the top single-season 
record ever at Providence in 1983, 33- 
10-0. While a member of the team, the 
Friars won 20 or more games each sea­
son and were able to reach the Frozen 
Four twice, once in 1983 and again in 
1985.
In 1985, Army, as captain, lead the 
team to its inaugural Hockey East title 
with a 2-1 double overtime win over 
Boston College. Finishing out his senior 
year at PC, Army led Hockey East in 
scoring, registering 74 points off of 27 
goals and 47 assists. For his efforts he 
was named First Team All-American and 
earned the Walter Brown Award as the 
top American-born player in New En­
gland.
Off the rink, Army carried with him 
his sense of dedication and commitment. 
Excelling in the classroom as well as on 
the ice, Army graduated with honors in 
political science and earned Academic 
All-American honors.
Along with his illustrious history and 
impact on Providence College, Coach 
Army carries with him a myriad of coach­
ing experiences.
“I can’t think of anyone more deserv­
ing of this job than Tim Army,” said Ron 
Wilson, Head Coach of the San Jose 
Sharks. “Tim is a tireless worker who has 
a tremendous amount of coaching expe­
rience. He is the perfect person to come 
in and reenergize the Friar hockey pro­
gram.”
Beginning his coaching career as an 
assistant for PC in 1987, Army spent six 
seasons under the tutelage of Mike 
McShane. Army aided the Friars to reg­
ister more than 20 wins in four out of his 
six seasons. During that period, the Fri­
ars posted a 116-87-18 overall record, 
which included an appearance in both the 
1989 and 1991 NCAA Tournaments.
In both 1994 and in 1996, Army was 
an assistant coach for the U.S. National 
Team. Under his leadership, the 1996 
team was able to capture the bronze 
medal at the World Championships in 
Vienna, Austria.
From 1993-2002 Army had the op­
portunity to work as assistant coach to 
former Friar great Ron Wilson in the 
NHL. For four seasons, Army was un­
der Wilson’s command as they eoached 
the Anaheim Mighty Ducks, from 1993- 
97. Then, from 1997-2002, the two 
teamed up again and coached the Wash­
ington Capitals.
While a coach for the Ducks, Army 
was part of the staff that led the franchise 
not only to their only play-off berth but 
also to the second round, where they 
would unfortunately lose to eventual 
Stanley Cup winners, the Detroit Red 
Wings.
Once joining the ranks of the Capital’s 
coaching staff, Army, in his first season 
with the team, helped guide Washington 
to the 1998 Stanley Cup Finals. The 
team’s appearance marked the first and 
only for the franchise.
Before coming to Providence to take 
the head coaching position, Army had 
been with the Portland Pirates of the 
American Hockey League. For the past 
three seasons he has been the team’s head 
coach, and has posted a 99-89-32-20 
mark in 240 games. During the 2003-04 
season, the Pirates held a record of 32- 
27-13-8 which qualified them for the 
Calder Cup Playoffs. Defeating the 
Providence Bruins in the first round gave 
the Pirates their first playoff series vic­
tory in six years. With this accomplish­
ment came other records, including few­
est goals against in one season with 161, 
and most shutouts in one season with 17, 
which also tied the AHL record.
With his extensive professional back­
ground, and previous experience as a 
player, Tim Army seems to be a worth­
while acquisition who is eager to be here.
“I would not have left coaching in the 
professionals for any other school,” said 
Army. “I relish the opportunity to direct 
the program and I look forward to rees­
tablishing the program as a national pres­
ence. I am excited about changing the 
direction as well as the identity of the 
team.”
Last year the Providence College 
Hockey team recorded only a 12-21-4 
overall record on the season. Finishing 
with a 6-14-4 record in the conference, 
the Friars seem to have a lot that needs’ 
to be addressed. Army sees his acquire­
ment of the head coaching position'as an 
opportunity to help change PC’s style of 
play as well as create a team of his own.
“From a professional standpoint, I 
was intrigued with the opportunity of 
putting together a team of my vision,” 
said Army. “In the professionals you are 
given a team and a lot of the times you 
play a particular way or particular play­
ers just to get the win. Now the team will 
be modeled in my vision. I want an of­
fensively creative hockey team; my play­
ers should be able to think, skate, and 
make plays.”
“Between the impact PC had on my 
life, the ability to form my own personal 
team, and the opportunity to reshape 
Providence hockey, the choice to coach 
was clear and I look forward to it,” he 
said.
The Friars will be returning 18 play­
ers from the 2004-05 season. Joining the 
18 will be 10 newly acquired freshmen 
who hopefully will be able to pitch in to 
the overall Providence effort. Army has
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Quick facts about Head Coach Tim Army
— Born and raised in East Providence
— Attended Providence College and graduated in 1985 cum laude 
in political science
— Amassed 179 points (71 goals and 108 assists), sixth in Friar 
hockey history, in his four year career at PC
— Led Providence to its first-ever Hockey East title in 1985, and the 
Frozen Four in both 1983 and 1985
— All-American, Academic All-American, Walter Brown Award 
winner, and Mai Brown Award winner
— Wife Sue was a track and cross country star at PC
addressed the team’s goals and, as a unit, 
the team has set off down the road to what 
will hopefully be a championship.
“I told the team in July, when I as­
sumed the role, I am not waiting for re­
cruits, I expect success immediately,’ 
said Army. “It is going to take some time 
for the team to get used to playing a more 
aggressive style, but by March we should 
be playing our best possible hockey to 
play in the Final Four in the Hockey East. 
We are not getting ahead of ourselves. 
As of now we are concentrating our fo­
cus on the process and how to get there. 
As of now we have a good mixture of 
talent to be successful, and with this we 
hope to develop Providence as a national 
presence and make sure that we are in a 
position to contend for the championship 
as well as an NCAA berth.”
After coaching two National Hockey 
League teams, an AHL team, and U.S. 
National teams, many are curious as to 
how Army plans to change his coaching 
strategy to make it more applicable to 
the college game. After his personal ex­
perience and experience as a coach, 
Army has found that a balance is needed 
to ensure productive players and people.
“I plan to handle this team in the same 
way as I would a professional team,” said 
Army. “I want them to be student ath­
letes. I want to ensure that they balance 
their academics while directing them as 
players. I was able to enjoy my college 
life while a student and I want them to 
enjoy PC academically, socially, and 
spiritually.”
“However, we are in a hockey envi­
ronment and there is a need for a profes­
sional feel to our play,” he continued. “I 
hope that I can manage the mix of devel­
oping hockey players, but at the same 
time allow them a chance to enjoy being 
on a college campus. Regardless, I feel 
that in order to mature as hockey play­
ers, they must mature as students.”
Joining Army this upcoming year will 
be his wife Sue and two sons, Derek, 14, 
and Travis, 12. Sue is also a Providence 
College graduate, and is a former PC 
track and cross country star. Derek and 
Travis, however, seem to be following 
more in their father’s footsteps—both are 
avid hockey enthusiasts.
“My wife and children are excited,” 
said Army. “For my wife and me, it’s 
like coming home. We’ve moved a lot 
so we decided to give the kids one more 
year of stability. It’s hard to be away 
from my family, but 1 am able to go home 
usually at least 2-3 times per week. 
Hopefully when they are older, my sons 
would come to PC. I would find it really 
neat to coach them and they are two re­
cruits that I would definitely want to get.”
Whatever the team’s struggles in the 
past, the hiring of Tim Army has breathed 
new life into a program that was once 
dominant, but had stagnated in recent 
years. But with Army, it’s not just about 
the hockey—he will certainly prove a 
great asset to the hockey program, but 
he and his family will be just as great an 
asset to the college community as a 
whole.
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...Can he instill a winning mentality?
by Ryan Holt ’06
Sports Staff
It is a new day for the Providence 
College Men’s Ice Hockey team. With a 
new coach, a young team, and a new 
strategy, the Friars are ready and eager 
to square off with their Hockey East foes 
this winter.
“We have a new coach, a different 
style, more aggressive, we check harder, 
force more turnovers, which leads to 
more goals,” said senior captain Tony 
Zancanaro.
“[We are] going to take it to teams 
this year,” added junior co-captain Colin 
McDonald about the team’s new outlook.
The new system, comprised by the 
new Head Coach Tim Army, is an ag­
gressive, attacking style that emphasizes 
speed and agility.
“We’re changing our identity,” Army 
said. “We want to become more attack­
ing, utilize our speed, creativity, think­
ing and puck skills. We want to play 
faster and think faster every day.”
Although it is Army’s first season as 
PC’s head coach, he is no stranger to 
Friar Hockey. A Rhode Island native, 
Army spent four years playing for the 
Friars (1981 -1985). He holds the top spot 
for all-time games played and is ranked 
sixth for all-time total points scored. In 
1985, Army captained the first-ever 
Providence team to win the Hockey East 
Tournament. The Friars also finished as 
the runner-up in the NCAA Tournament 
that year. Army returned to his alma 
mater looking to lead the resurgence of 
this program.
“We’ve got a good mix of talent,” 
Army said. “A lot of guys can work to­
gether and contribute—it’s a cohesive 
unit. I think we have the mix to fill the 
needs to get a successful team.”
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TRACY DONADIO '06/The Cowl
Providence seniors (from left to right) Torry Gajda, James Pemberton, Nate Meyers, and Matt Mannina will lead a 
young Friars team this year. How the Friars are able to transition to new Head Coach Tim Army’s playing style will 
go a long way toward determining their success on the ice this season.
grams in other top conferences, is a rela­
tively young team. But to rise to the top, 
the Friars must learn quickly to compete 
in the elite Hockey East Conference. 
Hockey East is infiltrated with power­
house teams, ranked at the top of national 
polls such as Maine, Boston College, 
New Hampshire, and Boston University. 
But can this team do it?
“I think they have a good together­
ness, there’s a good feel that they're on 
the same page, which is critical, it’s good 
to see unity,” said Army confidently of 
his team. These attributes will be essen­
tial to play in the nation’s strongest con­
ference.
Last year, the Friars lacked luster in 
the offensive department. To be competi­
tive, offensive aggression, increased 
shooting, and overall pressure and speed 
must be improved and emphasized. The 
Friars have been honing these skills and 
continue to work on them in practices.
“We need to score more goals. We 
didn’t do enough of that last year, and 
it’s possible now with this new system,” 
Zancanaro said.
Not only is Providence adapting to 
this new aggressive system of play, but 
the team does not allow the change of 
leadership to distract it or impede on the 
development of its talent.
“It’s great,” said McDonald. “Every­
one respects and trusts one another. 
Coach has everyone at his utmost re­
spect.”
“It’s different, but we knew it would 
be different. The guys responded well,” 
Zancanaro added in agreement.
The team is ready and eager to learn 
from the vast experience of the coach.
“Not everyone has the chance to play 
for someone who’s coached in the 
Stanley Cup Finals,” said McDonald.
In addition to his previous experience 
as a Friar, Army also brings a plethora 
of coaching experience to the program. 
Army has coached international squads, 
NHL teams, AHL teams, and USA 
Hockey teams. This knowledge and ex­
perience not only will benefit his play­
ers in the present, but in the future as well, 
as he promises a professional atmosphere 
for his team.
“I’ve seen a lot. I think I can direct 
our team with that knowledge,” Army 
said. “A lot of coaches can talk about 
what it takes to play in the NHL, but most 
haven’t seen it first hand. I have and 1 
think it helps me teach these guys how 
to become pros.”
The Friars have tremendous leader­
ship on the ice as well this year.
“Good teams run themselves,” 
Zancanaro said about the team’s leader­
ship this year.
Army agreed with his captain, saying, 
“We have a great core of leadership 
which has contributed to this great unity.”
The Friars have 11 returning forwards 
and five newcomers to lead their offen­
sive charge. Offense was Providence’s 
Achilles heel last year; the team averaged 
a mere 2.3 goals per game. Zancanaro 
will lead the offense for the Friars at cen­
ter, and will be joined by junior Chase 
Watson.
McDonald will serve as the Friars top 
right wing this year. After a strong fresh­
man year, he missed 11 games last year, 
but still finished tied for the team lead in 
goals.
“I want to work with the assistant cap­





WHAT: PC Women’s Ice
Hockey game to 
benefit Domestic 
Violence Awareness
WHEN: Sunday, October 30th,
2pm
WHERE: Schnieder Arena
All Donations and Chuck-a-puck 
purchases to benefit Domestic 
Violence Victims and Survivors
smooth,” McDonald added. “1 want to 
lead by example. The guys do a great job 
vocally—1 want to do it on the ice as 
well.”
Sophomore Jon Rheault, who tied 
McDonald for goals scored last season, 
will also fill the right wing position. Se­
niors Nate Myers and Torry Gajda, and 
junior Bill McCreary, will also aid the 
Friars offensive line.
The five freshmen joining the squad 
bring size and speed to the team. Nick 
Mazzolini scored 52 points in the N AHL
HOCKEY/Page 6
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Friars look to float to the top this year
bv Andrew Ward ’09
Sports Staff
With the 2005-06 season beginning, 
the Providence College Swimming and 
Diving teams are looking towards the 
future and hope to build upon their near 
.500 record last year.
Both the Men’s team and Women’s 
teams are coached by Jonathon Caswell, 
who is entering his third season at the 
helm. Caswell is assisted by Alisha Lee, 
a 2005 graduate of the University of 
Connecticut, who is starting her first sea­
son with the PC swimming team.
An optimistic Caswell says that al­
though the teams may have struggled his­
torically, things are certainly looking up 
for the Friars.
“With the addition of Big East teams 
to our schedule, I believe that it will help 
recruiting in the future,” he said.
Caswell is excited to have a couple 
of Big East teams on the schedule this 
year, along with some top local teams, 
such as the University of Rhode Island. 
He hopes that, in the future, Providence 
College will schedule meets against other 
Big East teams, such as Villanova, Se­
ton Hall, and Georgetown.
Caswell is very impressed with this 
year’s recruiting class, especially consid­
ering that the swimmers do not receive 
athletic scholarships.
“With the strong freshman class and 
a great group of upperclassmen, the fu­
ture is looking good for Providence Col­
lege swimming,” he said. He also men­
tioned that recruits for next year have 
been visiting Providence College every 
weekend thus far, and more are planned 
to visit in upcoming weekends.
To improve after last season, the 
Women’s team believes that it is going 
to have to overcome a tougher, more 
competitive schedule and get the under­
classmen involved. Senior captain Lori 
Brezinsky feels that the squad has made 
many improvements in the off-season.
“We have more depth, dedication, and 
good team leadership,” Brezinsky said, 
“along with more swimmers who can do 
different strokes.” She added that she 
also feels very confident that the team is 
now at the point where it is ready to take 
the swimming and diving program to the 
next level.
Senior captain and diver Abby Long 
said that, as well as increased depth and 
Hockey: A new era begins
continued from page 5
last year, and will play center for Provi­
dence this year. Joining him is Brad Coo­
per who scored 88 points in the NAHL 
last year. John Nori, Pierce Norton, and 
Kyle Laughlin, all potent scorers prior 
to attending PC, round out the rookies 
who are sure to add to the new offensive 
aggression.
On the defensive side, the Friars are 
comprised of six returning players and 
three newcomers. Senior James 
Pemberton, junior Dinos Stamoulis, and 
sophomore Trevor Ludwig will lead the 
charge as the Friars look to counterbal­
ance their high-powered offense with a 
solid defense. The three freshmen, Aus­
tin Miller, Matt Taormina, and Cody 
Wild are looking to add to this strong 
group. The three are highly skilled 
defensemen who are strong on the offen­
sive end of the ice as well.
Although Providence has a young 
staff of goaltenders, the Friars are build­
ing upon it with the incoming class. 
Sophomore Tyler Sims, a three time 
Hockey East Rookie of the week and 
March’s Hockey East Rookie of the 
Month, is returning to the net for the Fri­
ars. Last season, Sims posted a save per­
centage of .914 and a goals against aver­
age of 2.80. Joining Sims are freshmen 
Stephen Ritter and Chris Mannix.
Not only is there a new coach, but the 
Hockey East Conference has changed as
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Junior Annie Nemeth who set the school record for the 200-meter breast­
stroke last season at the ECAC Championship and had 13 first place finishes 
last year, is expected to lead Providence again this season.
a talented freshman class, another addi­
tion will go a long way toward helping 
the team achieve greater success.
“The team has a new diving coach, 
Alisha Lee, who is an awesome diver 
herself, and we recruited a diver, fresh­
man Lisa DeMichiel, that brings experi­
ence, which is important because most 
of our divers learned how to dive as 
freshman at PC,” Long said.
The junior class has a strong group 
of swimmers as well.
“Our junior girls are a huge strength 
for our team, especially Anne Nemeth,” 
Long added. Nemeth is expected to have 
a strong year after a very productive 
sophomore season in which she broke a 
couple of school records.
The Women’s team includes six fresh­
men: Christine Bonagura, Caroline 
Cruise, Lisa DeMichiel, Blair Flynn, 
Meghan Glynn, and Lauren Sepe.
The Men’s team is going to be facing 
some tougher opponents this year as well, 
which they hope won’t hinder their at­
tempt at improving their record. Frank 
LaMonaca, one of three senior captains 
well. This year Hockey East admitted 
Vermont as its newest member. This adds 
to the already tough competition.
“There are no nights off in this con­
ference,” said Army about the 
Conference’s added competition.
The Friars have a long road with an 
exciting season upon them. Not only is 
the team enthusiastic about its upcom­
ing season, but it wants the entire PC 
community to be a part of it. Army said 
he wants to galvanize the student body, 
and that he wants people to be able to 
come say hello and talk hockey with him.
“I want the whole PC community to 
have ownership of this team. I want 
people to feel a strong connection with 
their team,” Army said. “We need the 
student body. PC is a unique school, it is 
a tight community. The student-body 
plays an intricate part [which is] critical 
to our success. The strength of this stu­
dent body sets us apart.”
“We put on a good show. We’ll work 
hard—come support us,” McDonald 
urged, calling to the student body to sup­
port the team. “The new system is the 
way hockey should be played. Come to 
one game and you’ll really see.”
So, as a new era unfolds in the Friar 
Hockey legacy, things look promising for 
the young squad. The possibilities seem 
endless for Providence, with youth, ag­
gressive play tactics, and an open- 
minded coach on its side. But it waits to 
be seen whether or not the Friars will 
capitalize on these golden opportunities. 
for the men’s team, doesn’t sound ex­
tremely worried about a more competi­
tive schedule.
“We’ve added some new schools to 
our schedule this year and it looks to be 
tougher, but we are really looking to put 
up a good show and surprise some 
people,” LaMonaca said.
A significant strength for the men’s 
team is its overall team depth. A youth 
movement similar to that of the women’s 
team adds five freshmen to a team that 
graduated only two swimmers at the con­
clusion of last year. The depth and bal­
ance that these new freshmen—Ryan 
Clark, Chris Ray, Justin Rich, Shawn 
Steiger, and Nick Tri Ila—provide could 
prove to be key for the men’s team this 
year.
“This is the most balanced team we 
have had since I’ve been here, and by 
balanced, I mean we have a couple guys 
in every stroke and event that can make 
a real difference,” LaMonaca said. “We 
have picked up some good freshmen this 
year, so we should be in good shape to 
compete.”
Joining Frank LaMonaca as captains 
are juniors Seth Brockman and Nick Tay­
lor. They hope to fill the leadership roles 
left by last year’s seniors, and inspire 
confidence in the team, which they feel 
has the ability to be a force in the pool 
this year.
Throughout all of this, the Friars have 
to compete with scholarship programs 
while they are bereft of any scholarships 
themselves.
It’s a tough situation to be in, but the 
end result is that Providence has better 
student-athletes than other programs. 
Last year, the Providence College 
women’s team ranked 11th amongst all 
Division One Women’s Swim Teams in 
total GPA, while the men were ranked 
22nd amongst Division One Men’s 
Teams.
Caswell, for one, knows how impor­
tant it is for his swimmers to excel in the 
classroom as well as in the pool.
“I give a lot of respect to my swim­
mers. They train three hours a day and 
still keep up great grades,” he said.
The Providence College Men’s and 
Women’s teams open their 2005-06 sea­
son on Saturday, Oct. 22 at home in the 
Taylor Natatorium against Fairfield Uni­
versity at 11:00 a.m. An important up­
coming meet for the men will take place 
at the University of Rhode Island on Nov. 
2,2005, while the women will host Ver­
mont on Jan. 28, 2006.
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Indoor track: A team straggle for individual success
by Drew Goucher ’08 
Sports Staff
As fall directs the summer’s 
slow fade into the wintertime, so 
does the Indoor Track season 
direct runners from the dirt 
paths of Cross Country season 
to the rubberized floors of in­
door arenas.
Thankfully for the Provi­
dence College Indoor Track 
team, this shift is not expected 
to impact the results of its run­
ners, who are expected to carry 
forward their success through 
the long winter months.
Indeed, when asked to de­
scribe the team that he will take 
into the Indoor Season in one 
word, Head Coach Ray Treacy 
did not hesitate.
“Competitive.”
Competitive is always a key 
word with these Friars. Last 
season the Indoor Friars proved 
to be a feisty and resilient bunch 
on both sides, with the men fin­
ishing eighth at the Big East 
Championships and fourth out 
of 36 teams at the New England 
Championships. The women 
suffered a slew of injuries and 
lost Olympian Kim Smith to the 
Reebok team at the start of the 
season, but they still gave a 
strong effort, and, despite the 
setbacks, sent three runners to 
the New England Champion­
ships and one to the ECAC 
Championships.
This season, Treacy leads a 
men’s team that returns largely 
intact from last season, and a 
women’s team that has gained 
added depth through new re­
cruits and transfer students.
Both sides are expected to build 
on the successes of last year and 
put the pressure on opposing 
teams in a variety of events.
“If we stay injury free, we 
should be very competitive,” 
Coach Treacy said of both the 
men’s and women’s sides. 
“There are a lot of areas where 
we cover the events we’re good 
in.”
On the men’s side, this could 
not be more true. Despite the 
loss of graduate student Liam 
Reale, who has no years of In­
door eligibility remaining, the 
men are ready to be led by se­
nior Martin Fagan, a key con­
tributor during the 2005 Out­
door Track and Cross Country 
seasons.
“We’ll be looking to Martin. 
I would expect him to continue 
and have a great indoor season. 
He’li be competitive in the 
3,000 [meter race] and the 5,000 
on a national level,” Coach 
Treacy said.
Behind Fagan, there is plenty 
of depth with the returnees in­
cluding sophomores Max Smith 
and Ahmed Haji, junior Nick 
Weidman, and seniors Joe 
Dionne and Richard Jones. In 
addition, the team expects to 
receive contributions from 
freshman Richard Yeates to pro­
vide depth to fill in behind the 
team’s top runners.
“Well, Max will be back. 
We’ll look to him to have a 
strong season. We have strength 
in the 5,000 with Ahmed and Joe 
Dionne, and Nick Weidman and 
Richard Jones are obviously 
going to do very well for us,” 
Treacy said. “Obviously the 
goal is to get as many people as
possible qualified for nationals, 
so Martin and Max should defi­
nitely qualify, but we’ll try to get 
others qualified as well.”
Dionne, a senior, echoed 
Treacy’s sentiments.
“I think we have a really 
strong team, with a lot of strong 
runners in general,” he said. 
“We have a lot of top perform­
ers.”
Meanwhile, the women are 
in a similar situation: suffering 
a key loss while gaining new 
talent to fill in. Senior Fiona 
Crombie has qualified for the 
Commonwealth Games in early 
March 2006 and will represent 
New Zealand. Because of this, 
she will be in New Zealand from 
Christmas on, which effectively 
prevents her from running dur­
ing the Indoor Season.
However, there is still hope 
for the women’s team. Senior 
Mary Cullen, who was injured 
during last year’s Indoor season, 
returns at full strength for this 
season. Another ace in the hole 
from last season, Roisin Quinn, 
also returns.
And the Friars have gained 
added strength up front with 
Aine Hoban and junior Meghan 
Owen both joining the team as 
transfer students. Coupled with 
the addition of several key fresh­
men, which includes Katie 
DiCamillo, who will be coming 
off an outstanding rookie Cross 
Country campaign when indoor 
starts, the women’s team should 
have a competitive season.
“The key individual will be 
Mary coming back,” Coach 
Treacy said. “We hope she po­
tentially will be the national 
champion in the 3,000 or the
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Senior Martin Fagan is expected to lead Providence again 
this season. Last year Fagan captured the mile at the NE
o Championships.
5,000, depending on where we accomplish this feat. One of the
focus.” first is the Terrier Invitational
“Obviously we’ve got a lot 
more strength this year. Aine 
and Meghan will bring depth 
from the mile to the 5,000. 
Roisin Quinn is back, and the 
depth we have with the fresh­
men is an improvement from 
last year.”
And as with the men, the fo­
cus is on qualifying runners for 
nationals. Several meets loom 
large for both sides in trying to
held at Boston University on the 
Jan. 27 and 28. Another is the 
Big East Championships, not 
long after.
“[The Terrier Invitational] is 
a great opportunity to get a lot 
of our qualifying times out of the 
way. A lot of teams come in, so 
that’s a very big meet for us. And 
the Big East obviously is impor­
tant [for qualifying runners] as 
well.”
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2005-06 Women’s
Jana Bugden
Senior — Goaltender 
Comer Brook, Newfoundland
Katelynn Laffin
Senior — Forward 
Norwell, Mass.
Ashley Payton
Senior — Forward 
Chesterfield, Mo.
Kelli Doolin
Sophomore — Forward 
Dorchester, Mass.
Sonny Watrous
Junior — Forward 
Albuquerque, N.M.
Rachel Crissy
Sophomore — Forward 
Naperville, Ill.
Kathleen Smith
Sophomore — Defense 
Waterloo, Ontario
Katy Beach
Freshman — Forward 
Middlebury Heights, Ohio
Meredith George
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Ice Hockey 
Karen Thatcher
Senior — Forward 
Douglas, Mass.
Lauren Florio
Junior — Goaltender 
North Providence, R.I.
Kristen Gigliotti
Junior — Defense 
Sauquoit, N.Y.
Cherie Hendrickson
Sophomore — Forward 
Boxford, Mass.
Caitlin Malboeuf
Sophomore — Defense 
Fairfield, Vt.
Jenna Keilch 






Freshman — Forward/Defense 
Dorchester, Mass.
Stephanie Morris
Freshman — Forward 
South Burlington, Vt.
Brittany Simpson
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Does the ‘Icy Eight’ beckon again?
Fresh off their first ever 
NCAA tournament 
appearance, the Friars 
merely hunger for 
greater success
by Rich Slate ’06 
Sports Staff
As the nights come earlier and the 
temperatures start falling, hockey fans 
wake up from their summer-long slum­
ber and start making their way to ponds 
and rinks across the continental United 
States and Canada. Hockey is back on 
the minds of American professional 
sports fans, as the NHL recently began 
regular-season play after missing the 
whole 2004-05 season due to a lockout.
The lights might have been off for the 
NHL last year, but the Providence Col­
lege Women’s Hockey team certainly 
provided many bright afternoons and 
nights for its fans. The Friars had one of 
their most successful seasons in history. 
PC fin ished the regular season with a 21 - 
11 -5 record and proceeded to win the 
2005 Hockey East tournament for the 
fourth year in a row—and 1 Oth in school 
history.
That victory gave PC the automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament, marking 
the first time the women’s team had made 
the tournament (the NCAA expanded the 
women’s field from four teams to eight 
teams last year). PC had the unenviable 
task of playing No. 1 seed University of 
Minnesota at the Golden Gophers home 
arena. Minnesota won 6-1, but it’s clear 
from the end of last season that there is a 
lot to be excited about in the near future 
for the Friars.
Throughout the past three years, the 
Friars were a senior-laden team, but they 
now find themselves in the midst of a 
youth movement, with 14 of their 21 
players being either freshmen or sopho­
mores.
Head Coach Bob Deraney joked that 
this would be a tough year as he might 
“have to teach as opposed to the last three 
seasons where I sat back more and let 
the seniors lead the team. The freshmen 
are quick learners, though, which bodes 
very well for our chances.”
Heading into the 2005-2006 cam­
paign, the Friars are ranked No. 9 in both 
the USA Today/American Hockey Maga­
zine and USCHO.com polls. Preseason 
rankings are certainly interesting, but 
Deraney feels as though his team is pretty 
much in the same ilace it always finds 
itself heading into a new season.
“It seems like we are always in the 
same starting point: behind UNH (a fel­
low Hockey East member),” he said.
Deraney is a pragmatic coach as he 
strives to have his team reach 25 regular 
season wins (the school record is 24).
“We go into each new season trying 
to improve on the year before,” he said. 
“We believe we are good enough to make 
the national championship game.”
PC hits the road for its first regular 
season game of the year, at the Univer­
sity of Connecticut on Saturday, Oct. 15. 
The Friars and Huskies battled in the 
2005 Hockey East Championship game, 
a matchup from which the Friars came 
away with a 3-1 triumph. No doubt the 
Huskies will have that game fresh on 
their minds as they host the Friars.
From there, PC comes home to 
Schneider Arena for its first two home 
games of the season against Colgate on 
Saturday, Oct. 22, and Sunday, Oct. 23 
with both starting times at 2:00 p.m.
The Friars grueling schedule of 34 
regular-season games is broken down by 
21 conference games—three games each 
against Boston College, Boston Univer­
sity, UConn, Maine, New Hampshire, 
Vermont and Northeastern—and 11 non­
league contests. The Friars non-league
COWL ARCHIVES
ABOVE: Senior Karen Thatcher 
. was named to the First Team Hockey 
East All-Stars and ranked 10th in 
the nation for points last season. 
Thatcher will lead the Friar offense 
again this season as a forward.
RIGHT: Senior Jana Bugden who 
did not play last season is expected 
to return to the ice this year as the 
Friars goaltender. She finished her 
sophomore season with a 13-12-2 
record. Bugden had a .904 save 
percentage and a .519 winning 
percentage. She ranked 13th in the 
nation in goals against average with 
an average of 2.22 goals per game.
slate is no walk in the park, as it is high­
lighted by a Nov. 5 game at St. 
Lawrence—the preseason No. 1 team in 
the country. The No. 7 ranked Harvard 
Crimson travel to Schneider Arena on 
Nov. 30 to take on the Friars. The 
Dartmouth Big Green and their No. 6 
ranked hockey team travel to Providence 
on Dec. 10. The Friars also host No. 8 
ranked Mercyhurst on Jan. 8.
' And let’s also not overlook Friars 
three battles with the No. 5 ranked UNH 
Wildcats—a classic matchup over the 
last few years.
Deraney describes his team as an “up­
tempo offense that will pressure from 
both ends of the ice. We are tenacious 
and aggressive. I want us to be the smart­
est team as well. Hard work is a given 
on this team.”
Of the 16 teams (not including PC) 
that received votes in the preseason 
USCHO.com poll, PC takes on 12 of 
them over the course of its season. PC’s 
brutal schedule is not for the faint of 
heart, but Deraney wouldn’t want it any 
other way.
“We’re in a situation where if we 
don’t win the conference title we feel like 
we failed,” he said. “This will be the 
most challenged team I’ve had here (in 
his seventh year at PC) since we’ve won 
four conference titles in a row. We’re the 
biggest game on people’s schedules but 
we welcome that challenge.”
PC senior goalie and co-captain Jana 
Bugden feels that her team has to keep 
their focus going into each contest, re­
gardless of the name on the other team’s 
jerseys.
“We have to take it one game at a 
time,” she said. “We know we have to 
work hard everyday, especially if we 
want to beat the nationally-ranked 
teams.”
Deraney is cautiously optimistic that 
the new Friars will fit in seamlessly with 
his veteran stars like Bugden and senior 
co-captain forward Karen Thatcher. “The 
freshmen have to experience how hard 
it is and how great you have to be to suc­
ceed at this level,” he said. “I have con­
fidence that they’ll be ready.”
In Thatcher and Bugden, Deraney has 
two known commodities that will bring 
leadership and production to their re­
spective positions on the ice. Thatcher’s 
list of accomplishments is long and dis­
tinguished: she is the reigning 2004-05 
Hockey East player of the year; she led 
the Friars with 58 points on 25 goals and 
33 assists; she was sixth in the nation with 
13 power-play goals; she was seventh in 
the nation at 1.06 assists per game; and 
all in all, she was ninth in the nation with 
an average of 1.87 points per game.
Rather than trying to live up to those 
incredible accolades from a year ago, 
Thatcher is just trying to focus on the 
here and now. “It’s a new season and 
I’m sure people expect me to put up the 
same numbers but TII try and not put too 
much pressure on myself,” she said.
A natural left-wing who will see some 
shifts at center this season, Thatcher 
transferred to PC her sophomore year 
after attending Brown University. Her 
sophomore year at PC was, she said, a 
sort of “second freshman year in terms 
of getting used to new teammates and 
systems. Last year I got more comfort­
able with everything and I really ben­
efited by being on a great line.”
The other captain, Bugden missed the 
entire 2004-05 season due to a shoulder 
injury. In 2003-04, she was the Friars 
number-one goalie as she led them to 
their second straight Hockey East title. 
That season, Bugden compiled a 13-12- 





































12 @ New Hampshire*
18 BOSTON COLLEGE*
19 @ Boston College*
25 @ Connecticut*
26 CONNECTICUT*
HOME GAMES IN CAPS 
*-HOCKEY EAST game
#-Mayor’s Cup
She was 13th in the nation with a tidy 
goals against average of 2.22.
Although the Friars had a solid sea­
son, last year was a particularly tough 
one for Bugden as she had to watch it all 
from the bench.
“Last year, I went through a lot of 
emotions and I just had to concentrate 
on getting better although it was certainly 
hard at times,” she admitted. The Friars 
are certainly counting on Bugden to 
bounce back from injury with a strong 
senior campaign.
Coach Deraney knows that he has to 
be mindful of “how young we are. That’s 
the thing I have to be most patient with 
as the season progresses. 1 will need to 
bring them along at a good pace. We’ve 
really been spoiled with so many upper- 
classmen the last few years. To their 
credit, the freshmen are already work­
ing very hard to compete on this team.”
Deraney also revealed a unique term 
he tries to mould his team’s attitude 
around: high panic threshold.
“I want us to take care of the puck 
and make plays with it,” he said. “You 
have toplay within the framework of the 
game and have confidence in your abili­
ties.”
As the puck is about to be dropped 
on the highly-anticipated 2005-06 sea­
son, one thing you have to like about 
these Friars is their cohesion.
“We are coming together as a unit,” 
Bugden assessed. “Everyone’s really 
excited about this season. Everyone is 
on the same page.”
The Friars seem to have that special 
combination of leadership, talent and 
youthful precociousness. Where will it 
all lead? No one knows for sure, but I 
recommend jumping on the bandwagon 
before the fun really starts this season.
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The journey back to respectability
by Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Staff
After a less-than-stellar 2004-05 sea­
son, the Providence College Women’s 
Basketball team has nowhere to go but 
up.
With a new coach, four impressive in­
coming freshmen players, and the return 
of senior Gayle Nwafili, who sat out last 
season due to injury, the Friars have all 
the tools to improve dramatically over 
last year’s 1-27 finish and winless Big 
East campaign.
An exciting change for the team is the 
hiring of new Head Coach Phil Seymore 
this past April. Seymore brings with him 
five years of experience as an assistant 
coach with the Friars’ Men’s Basketball 
coach Tim Welsh.
“This is a new beginning for us,” 
sophomore center Kristen Brown said. 
“We’re starting over with a new outlook. 
We don’t think about last year. Every­
thing is positive for us now.”
This year’s team brings a whole new 
look from last year’s squad, having en­
dured both the coaching change and a 
sizable player turnover. Following the 
2004-05 season, the Friars lost three 
players to transferring but have replaced 
them with four freshmen, who are “all 
solid,” according to Coach Seymore. “I 
like all of my team. They’re all good.”
Seymore described new freshman 
guard Chelsea Marandola of Johnston, 
R.I. as “a solid guard with a lot of skill 
and a very good athlete.” Marandola was 
a four-sport varsity athlete in high school. 
Catherine Bove, out of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
has “a good head and makes solid deci­
sions,” Seymore said.
Freshman Ashley Etheridge of Port­
land, CT is “an excellent shooter who 
runs the court very well.” While Shantee 
Darrian from Trenton, N.J. is “quick and 
an excellent rebounder,” according to 
Seymore.
He is quick to point out that while all 
of these players will have significant 
court time, this will vary depending on 
how they play, as they are all still learn­
ing.
These freshmen join a talented group 
of players led by seniors Gayle Nwafili 
and Allie Gard. Nwafili missed all of 
last season due to a tom ACL, but she 
has returned from that setback to “do ev­
erything she can to make her senior year 
special,” Seymore said.
In addition to the seniors, Brown also 
looks to juniors Kristine Baugh and Jen­
nifer Cannada for their experience and
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Junior Shauna Synder will help to turn the Friars around this season under 
the direction of new Head Coach Phil Seymore.
leadership.
“We were very inexperienced last year,” 
Brown said. “Baugh and Cannada are a 
great help.”
Friars leading scorer Shauna Snyder, 
also a junior, also returns this year as she 
looks to improve on her average of 13.4 
points per game.
Rounding out the 2005-06 team are 
the sophomores, Kristen Brown, 
Danielle Howard, and Yuliya 
Serebryanskaya. Brown led the team in 
rebounds last year while Howard and 
Serebryanskaya averaged 3.7 and 1.9 
rebounds respectively. Fellow sopho­
more Savannah Price also played six 
games last season.
Inexperience may have been one of 
the reasons for a disappointing season, 
but playing in the toughest conference 
in the country, the Big East, didn’t help 
the Friars either. Unfortunately, the 
schedule does not look any easier this 
year.
“The schedule is a beast,” Seymore 
said. “The Big East is already the best 
conference in the country and the addi­
tions take the league to a higher level, 
making it even better.”
The Big East conference has under­
gone restructuring since last season with 
the departure of Boston College. Com­
ing into the conference are Cincinnati, 
DePaul, Marquette, Louisville, and 
South Florida.
The Friars will also play against other 
challenging non-conference teams such 
as: University of Rhode Island, Yale, 
Harvard, and Navy, just to name a few. 
Brown echoed Seymore’s comment on 
the schedule by affirming, “every game 
is a challenge but right now our biggest 
opponents are ourselves.” The team is 
completing “a building process,” 
Seymore adds.
Playing well and winning games 
within a talented Big East takes a lot of 
work, as the team has already seen. Be­
fore Late Night Madness on Oct. 14, the 
Friars were practicing eight hours per 
week. Since Late Night Madness, the 
team has started its regular practice 
schedule in order to gear up for its first 
game against Sacred Heart in Alumni 
Hall on Nov. 18.
At the same time though, Seymore 
remarks, “injury hurts practice. We have 
to be very careful not to overwork the 
girls. We’re hopeful for a solid season. 
We need to play hard everyday to com­
pete.”
With only 12 players on the roster, 
losing even one girl can make a huge im­
pact, as the team saw with Nwafili last 
year.
To try to build on last season, 
Seymore lists a few basic goals for his 
team.
“We need to play hard and take care 
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overs to less than 16 per game. We’ll try 
for a better shot percentage. But this is a 
building process and we take little steps. 
It’s about the small goals, competing 
everyday. My first goal is to make this 
game fun again but work hard. Last year 
wasn’t fun in a lot of ways. Every game 
is a big game. We can win more than 
last year and take this further.”
Considering past Friars teams have 
made it as far as the NCAA tournament 
and have won the Big East season title 
four times, this year’s group has some 
great examples to follow. Can the team 
return to the days of Providence College 
being one of the best in the league? We’ll 
all have to wait and watch this winter.
*******************************
Project REWARDS
Reinforcing Effective Ways to Reduce Daily Smoking
You can earn cash REWARDS for cutting down your cigarette 
smoking!
You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:
> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
• Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!
• Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with 
daily CO readings!
• Earn up to $175 in cash for follow-up appointments!
For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or 
e-mail us at
REWARDS@Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the
National Institute on DrugAbuse
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